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Vision & Legacy: Celebrating the Architecture of Haystack celebrates the 50th anniversary of Haystack's
award-winning campus. Published in 2011 by Haystack—with Brynmorgen Press, Falmouth, Maine—the
book includes essays, images, and historical content.
“For fifty years, this stunning architecture has fostered a community of creativity on the Maine coast.
With simple materials and spare elegance, the design of architect Edward Larrabee Barnes has inspired
scores of artists. No printed record can substitute for the experience that is Haystack, but, in homage
and celebration, this book captures the spirit of the place.”
ISBN: 978-1-929565-43-6

Tim McCreight, Publisher, Brynmorgen Press

The Haystack Reader is an anthology of monographs #1-23 published by Haystack and the University of
Maine Press in 2010. Discounts are available for large orders (10 or more).
“This compilation of monographs records an important annual program that began in 1991
at the Haystack Mountain School of Crafts. Inviting writers, designers, and artists to be in
residency to reflect and record their thoughts has brought a fresh perspective to the meaning
of crafts and its related associations. The composite of twenty-three publications documenting
the unique project provides a valuable resource for future research for the craft field.”
Paul J. Smith, Director Emeritus, American Craft Museum (now Museum of Arts & Design)
440 pages, with 83 illustrations
ISBN: 978-0-89101-121-7
Haystack Mountain School of Crafts
P.O. Box 518
Deer Isle, ME 04627
www.haystack-mtn.org
haystack@haystack-mtn.org

Qty

VISION & LEGACY

$26.95 each (plus S&H*)

THE HAYSTACK READER

$24.95 each (plus S&H*)

*S&H (Shipping & handing):
- Shipments to locations outside of the US require additional postage;
please contact Haystack to calculate International postage
- Maine residents: Please add 5.5% sales tax for shipping within Maine

Total

International postage

_________

Maine resident sales tax 5% _________

Total Payment Enclosed

$

Order two or more Haystack publications and we’ll include a free copy of Discovery: Fifty Years of Craft Experience at
Haystack Mountain School of Crafts—a collection of images and essays from former Haystack faculty and students—
published in 2001 to celebrate the school’s 50th Anniversary.
Yes, please include a free copy of Discovery
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